Right ventricular (RV) dysfunction can serve as an indicator of heart and lung disease and can adversely affect the left ventricle. However, normal RV function must be characterized before abnormal states can be detected. We describe a method for reconstructing the 3D motion of the RV by fitting a deformable model to tag and contour data extracted from multiview tagged magnetic resonance images. The deformable model is a biventricular finite element mesh built directly from segmented contours. Our approach accommodates the geometrically complex RV by using the entire lengths of the tags, localized degrees of freedom, and finite elements for geometric modeling. Also, we outline methods for converting the 3D motion reconstruction results into potentially useful motion variables, such as strains and displacements. The technique was applied to synthetic data, two normal hearts, and two hearts with right ventricular hypertrophy (RVH). Noticeable differences were found between the motion variables calculated for normal volunteers and RVH patients.
Introduction
knowledge about RV motion in animals (Boxt, 1999) . The MRI tissue tagging technique (Axel and Dougherty, 1989 ) The motion of the healthy right ventricle (RV) and its provides a noninvasive means for studying RV wall motion alteration due to disease are not currently well understood.
in humans. Although tissue tags can only be laid down at In addition, several types of heart disease, such as ischemia finite intervals, this technique provides information about and hypertrophy, can lead to abnormal RV motion. A motion throughout the myocardium. Detailed studies of method for accurately capturing the motion of the RV wall normal and abnormal RVs could provide an understanding could be used as an indicator of the presence and severity of how various diseases adversely affect the RV. of various diseases. However, the relative thinness and
The RV receives deoxygenated blood from the right complex geometry of the RV, as well as the lack of atrium and pumps it into the pulmonary artery, and out to trackable landmarks in its wall, make it difficult to observe the lungs (Fig. 1 ). It appears crescent-like in a crossor measure wall motion using conventional imaging mosectional view and, unlike the left ventricle (LV), is dalities such as echocardiography, computed tomography, difficult to approximate with any simple parameterized 3D and regular magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Boxt, shape. The RV shares a common wall with the LV (the 1999). Early studies of RV in-wall motion involving septum), while its free (outer) wall is in mechanical contact implantation of radiopaque markers have provided limited with the pericardium and, through it, the lungs. The RV cavity can be conceptually separated into an inflow tract, a highly trabeculated apical portion, and a relatively smooth quantitative study of inter-ventricular dependence and relative motion. However, the focus of this paper is the analysis of RV free wall and septal systolic contraction.
Related work
The static geometry of the RV was initially described with cylinders, ellipsoids, and other geometric primitives (Konstam and Pandian, 1988) . Advances in imaging modalities have allowed for more accurate models, where, in most cases, a predefined model is fit to image data. Due to its thinness, the RV free wall has been modeled as a shell using finite elements (Young et al., 1996) , a combination of quadratic surfaces (Czegledy and Katz, 1993) , and Fig. 1 . Schematic of partial heart anatomy. The RV can be separated into biquadratic spline surface patches (Sacks et al., 1993) .
an inflow tract, outflow tract, and apex.
Volumetric RV models have usually included the LV, but excluded the outflow tract (Nielsen et al., 1991; Pirolo et RV free wall is thin relative to the 9-11 mm thick LV free al., 1993) . A Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) apwall (Hurst, 1988) .
proach was used for modeling the geometry from shortAlthough the MRI tagging technique is a useful axis contours (Pirolo et al., 1993) taken from ex-vivo wall noninvasive tool, the tomographic images cannot capture contours. Another approach had been to fit a general deformation and motion across the plane in which the RV-LV finite element mesh to digitized data from excised image is acquired. Techniques for reconstructing the 3D hearts (Nielsen et al., 1991) . motion from multiple image plane orientations (views) Right ventricular wall motion has previously been have primarily been developed for and applied to the LV studied invasively by implanting markers into limited (one preliminary study of the RV midwall has been portions of the RV wall and using an imaging modality to performed). When developing a 3D motion reconstruction track the motion of the markers (Santamore et al., 1980 ; technique from tagged MRI, the anatomy of the RV poses Raines et al., 1976; Chin et al., 1989) . One-dimensional several challenging problems: (1) with the current MR relative motion data have been gathered by tracking pairs image resolution, tags are spaced approximately 6 mm of radiopaque beads with biplane cineradiography (Santaapart so that a limited number of tags fall on the RV wall; more et al., 1980; Chin et al., 1989) or pairs of crystals (2) the RV geometry cannot be described using any simple with ultrasound (Raines et al., 1976) . By implanting primitive; (3) RV wall motion varies temporally and several markers close together on the same ventricular regionally, thereby making it difficult to describe concisesurface (e.g., endocardium), researchers have been able to ly; and (4) the RV exhibits significant motion through both derive biaxial, or in-plane, deformations (Meier et al., short-and long-axis image planes. 1980; Chuong et al., 1991; Waldman et al., 1996) . The This paper presents a new methodology that overcomes noninvasive MRI tissue tagging method has been used to these problems and effectively captures RV shape and study the human RV. The tags have been used as input data motion using tagged MRI data. The methodology involves for 1D (Klein et al., 1998; Fayad, 1996) and 2D analyses significant modification to previous, related work at our of RV wall motion within selected image planes (Fayad, institution, which involved fitting a generalized primitive 1996; Stuber et al., 1995) , or for a 3D motion reconstrucdeformable model of the LV to MRI tag intersections (Park tion of the RV midwall surface (see below) (Young et al., et al., 1996) . The current method retains the basic deform-1996) . able modeling technique where Lagrange's equations of Almost all methods for reconstructing 3D cardiac momotion are used to deform the model under forces calcution from multi-view planar tagged MR images have been lated from image data. However, the force calculation, applied to the LV (Young and Axel, 1992 ; O'Dell et al., geometric description of the deformable model, and model 1995; Denney and Prince, 1995; Moulton et al., 1996 ; Park degrees of freedom (DOFs) differ from the previous work.
et Young, 1998; Radeva et al., 1997 ; Kerwin and The RV motion reconstruction results are converted into Prince, 1998; Ozturk and McVeigh, 1999) . Non modelboth global and local motion variables. Computer graphics based methods find the motion of a grid of 3D points techniques are used to visualize the dense set of reconwithin the heart muscle (Denney and Prince, 1995; Kerwin structed 3D motion data. The quantitative results are and Prince, 1998). Model-based approaches to 3D motion consistent with previous findings and provide a relatively reconstruction include: fitting a 3D displacement field detailed RV motion description. In addition, a method for composed of an analytic series (O'Dell et al., 1995) or a biventricular motion reconstruction opens the way for the predefined description of known LV motion (Declerck et al. , 1999; Park et al., 1996) to tag data; curve and spline combined from the same view provide a discrete sampling surface reconstruction of tag data to be used as input to of the tagged tissue surfaces (Fig. 3) . Since the tag planes linear optimization (Moulton et al., 1996) ; and nonlinear only provide information about motion in the direction least-squares fitting of a finite element model (Young and perpendicular to the initial tag planes, three mutually Axel, 1992). More recently, some 2D and 3D motion perpendicular tag plane orientations must be combined to estimation techniques applied to the LV have bypassed the capture 3D motion. The fact that each tag plane must be tag extraction process and have used direct information perpendicular to the image planes requires the use of from the MR images (Radeva et al., 1997; Young, 1998) .
multiple image views. The current method makes use of Up to now the only MRI tagging study of the motion of two sets of stacked short-axis image planes with tag planes the RV was an adaptation of a nonlinear fitting method which appear as vertical or horizontal stripes, and a set of (Young and Axel, 1992 ) to a surface model of the RV free rotating long-axis images with tag planes appearing as wall, using intersections of midwall contours with tags as horizontal stripes in the images. The schematic in Fig. 4 input data. In contrast, this paper describes a method for shows these combinations along with the motion inforestimating the volumetric 3D motion of the RV free wall mation that each combination provides. Images are acand septum.
quired with a Signa 1.5 T clinical MR system (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) using ECG-gated gradient echo using the following parameters: 22-26 cm field of 3. Image acquisition and data extraction view, TR56-7 ms, TE52.3-2.6 ms. A slice thickness of 6 mm with a spacing of 8 mm between short-axis image In order to capture the motion in the ventricular walls planes and 208 between long-axis image planes is used. using MRI, the SPAMM (SPAtial Modulation of MagThe 2D SPAMM tags used for imaging the RVH patients netization) tagging technique (Axel and Dougherty, 1989) were separated into two sets of 1D tags after the tag is used. This noninvasive technique produces a family of extraction phase (see below). The scan time is approxiparallel tagging planes, which represent perturbations of mately 40 min. the magnetization of the tissue, and are oriented perpenInformation is semi-automatically extracted from the dicular to the image planes. The intersections of the images using SPAMMVU. The heart walls are segmented resulting tag planes with the image planes appear as dark using active contours, or snakes, which the user can stripes in the images (Fig. 2) and reveal within-wall manipulate. As shown in Fig. 6 , four contours are extracted motion as the heart contracts. Several images planes from each image. Two closed contours (labeled LV-epi and LV-endo for the epicardial and endocardial borders, respectively) define the borders of the LV free wall and septum. Two open contours define the RV endo-and epicardium and connect to the LV-epi contour at the insertion points. 2D tags are tracked in successive images with a deformable mesh consisting of two sets of mutually orthogonal interlocked snakes which can be manipulated by the user. 1D tags are extracted with an adaptation of the 2D mesh tool where one orientation of snakes tracks the stripes while the other maintains structural support. Fig. 5 shows the initial and final positions of the tracking orientation of snakes from a mesh used to track 1D tags. The tags are approximated as a series of points spaced 2 mm apart, while the contours are defined as a set of points separated at variable-length intervals.
Biventricular model geometry
Although the RV cannot be well approximated by any simple geometric primitive, an accurate geometric model is necessary for reconstructing the 3D motion. Since the septum plays an important role in the function of both ventricles, our approach is to create a biventricular geomet- approach is to generate a volumetric finite element mesh directly from contours extracted from end-diastolic images. This automated approach is more flexible and applicable to the complex geometry being modeled, particularly for disease states that may alter the ventricular geometry in ways that may not be well approximated by a predefined model. The finite element approach results in a piecewise definition of the ventricular geometry. The number and type of element is altered according to the local geometry. The use of existing finite element mesh generation packages would not have provided this control and may have required additional pre-and post-processing. With our Fig. 6 . Heart walls are segmented into four contours labeled LV-epi, LV-endo, RV-epi and RV-endo. approach, the geometry-building phase and fitting phase are integrated into one program. The finite element mesh geometry is defined in two stages: (1) partition the contours into the set of model points (nodes) in order to set up the topology for (2) generating the finite elements which connect these nodes.
Contour partitioning
In order to make the problem of tessellating a 3D volume more tractable, the algorithm calls for tessellation of cross-sections having the same topology and generating of volumetric elements to connect those sections. Since the cross-sectional topology in the main portion of the biventricular unit remains more or less constant in short-axis rather than long-axis views, short-axis contours are used for the mesh generation. The contours must be sampled in such a way that elements of the RV and LV elements are continuous at the insertion points. As shown in Fig. 7(c) , the elements are arranged in two concentric layers in the LV free wall and septum, and one layer thick in the RV. The series of points sampled from the original contours or defined during the contour partitioning are called sampled contours. The number of intervals used to sample the original contours will later determine the number of elements that are generated, and can be adjusted according to the desired number of model DOFs. As shown in Fig.  7(a) , before the contours are sampled, the inner and outer insertion points of the RV into the LV (r ,r ,r ,r ) and 1 2 3 4 matching points on the LV-endo contour (e ,e ,e ,e ) are 1 2 3 4 identified. Using these points as guides, both LV epicardial and endocardial sampled contours are generated in the region of septum, while only endocardial sampled contours are defined for the RV and LV free wall.
The stacked set of sampled contour points on the RV endocardium approximate the endocardial surface. These points and their associated surface normals are used to find images. In order to model the true wall thickness, the endocardial and epicardial surfaces were reconstructed from the sampled endocardial points and points along Points halfway between LV endocardial and LV epicardial original epicardial contours. Fig. 7(b) shows the surface sampled points are generated and connected to define a normals from the triangulated endocardial walls, which new midwall contour (LV-mid). A cross-sectional view of provide the direction in which to search for the intersection the final tessellation is shown in Fig. 7 (c). with the outer triangulated epicardial surface (not shown). The points of intersection with the outer surface are shown along with the new sampled contour they define. A more 4.2. Finite element mesh generation complicated surface reconstruction can also be incorporated into this technique if desired. For simplicity, since
Since the biventricular geometry cannot be readily the main portion of the LV does not generally have as described with any simple primitive, a discretized volumuch through-plane curvature, inner and outer walls are metric model is built by using finite elements. The connected radially within the short-axis image planes.
geometry of a finite element is defined by the location of its vertices, or nodes, and shape functions, which de-5. 3D Motion reconstruction of the right ventricle termine the position (and the value of other parameters) of points within the element. The shape functions and ele-
Once an accurate geometric model of the ventricles has ments used in the mesh are shown in Appendix A. Given been generated, information from image-derived data is the complexity of the RV shape, a large number of smaller used to capture the full 3D motion of the ventricles. The elements with linear shape functions are used, rather than deformable modeling approach is a commonly used aplarger elements with higher-order shape functions. The proach, in which a model deforms to fit to data using nodes of the finite elements are points from the sampled energy minimization or a classical physics-based equation contours and surfaces described in the previous section.
of motion (McInerney and Terzopoulos, 1996) . The speEight-noded elements connect nodes across the wall and cifics of how to deform the model and apply the deformabetween tessellated levels ( Fig. 8(a) ). Six-noded wedgetion constraints vary with the particular application. Previshaped elements are used to prevent the elements from ous work in our laboratory (Park et al., 1996) has getting too skewed and to taper the mesh to a point at the successfully used Lagrange's equations of motion with apex ( Fig. 8(b) ). In order to be able to visualize the spring-like (proportional to displacement) pseudo-forces endocardial or epicardial surface of either ventricle, the which attract the model to image-derived data. Although faces of the finite elements which lie on these surfaces are we maintain this basic framework, application of the fitting labeled during this mesh-building step and later triangutechnique to the RV has led to a major alteration in the lated for shaded surface display. The finite elements will force calculation and the use of local, rather than global, later play a role in both the fitting method and the smoothing. calculation of strains. The total number of elements varies with heart size and number of intervals used in partitioning the contours. The number of intervals can be adjusted to 5.1. Model dynamics provide a desired number of elements and number of model DOFs. The complete mesh shown in Fig. 8(c) and
The 3D motion is recovered by fitting the geometric (d) has 222 elements and 336 nodes.
model to image-derived data. The deformable model fitting is accomplished by using a reduced form of Lagrange's 3. With the adaptive Euler method, the step size h is equation of motion, inversely related to the integration error. Since the model is initially far from the data, the integration error
q will be large, and the step size will be small (it is initially 0.01). As the model moves closer to the data, where the vector q contains the displacement degrees of the integration error is reduced and the step size freedom and the vector f contains the image-derived q increases. Thus, the forces and step size are inversely forces. The inertial term is neglected and the viscous related and the adaptive step sizing effectively modudamping (with a coefficient of one) is used in order to lates the strength of the forces. allow the model to come to rest when it reaches the The model is fit sequentially to data from each image time position most consistent with the data. In previous work, phase, with five or more phases imaged through systole. the degrees of freedom were converted to parameter Fitting errors,´, are equal to the magnitude of the data functions which were chosen using previous knowledge image-derived forces, f , and their convergence deterdata about typical patterns of LV deformation. However, a mines whether the fitting to image data from a particular frame of reference is necessary for describing parameters time phase should be terminated. such as radial shortening and contraction. Since the RV In the following, we describe the calculation of the shape is too complex to readily define such a global frame internal forces and two types of external image-derived of reference and there are currently no simple parameters forces: contour ( f ) and SPAMM ( f ) forces.
contour SPAMM which describe RV contraction, the current model has Since contours are defined at heart wall boundaries, localized, more general degrees of freedom: the 3D contour forces are only calculated and applied to boundary displacement, q, of each node of the finite element mesh.
nodes, b, belonging to the endocardial or epicardial Due to the relative sparsity of the data available from the surfaces of the model. Conversely, the midwall nodes, m, tagged images, localized spatial smoothing is also added will only have SPAMM forces acting on them: f 5 m,external through the finite element stiffness matrix, K. Stiffness can f . Therefore, to keep the forces between the m,SPAMM also be viewed as an internal resistance which results in a midwall and the boundaries balanced, contour forces at the force equal to Kq. Using these considerations, Lagrange's boundary nodes are combined with the SPAMM forces equation of motion is written for each node, i, as according tõ
where q is the 3D nodal displacement,
Since contour data tends to be less accurate then tag data, an internal stiffness force, and f is an external,
w is set to 0.25. image-derived force. It is important to note that these forces are only used to deform our model and are not 5.2. External forces from SPAMM data meant to replicate the actual forces or material properties of cardiac tissue.
As was described in Section 3, the tags provide inThe spring-like external forces are used to deform the formation about motion within the myocardium. In this model to the image-derived data. In previous work (Park et paper, we refer to tags in general as 'tag surfaces Haber et al., 1998) , separate spring constants the initially planar tags as 'tag planes'. The SPAMM force were used for the contour and tag data. The Euler calculation is based on the fact that the tag data provide integration used a constant step size so that damping information about the time evolution of the deformation of effects caused the model to come to rest before it reached markers in the actual heart muscle. Since the initial the data positions and manual control of these forces was position of the tags is known, these positions can be required. With the current method work, the fitting is registered to the deformable model. The SPAMM forces automated as follows:
are calculated between these registered tags and tag data 1. All forces are directly proportional to the distance from subsequent times, and pull the model towards this between the model and image-derived data: f 5 d , data data data. In our previous work, only the tag stripes or just their where d is the distance from a point on the model to data intersections in the image planes were registered and the location of the appropriate data.
followed (Haber et al., 1998; Park et al., 1996) . However, 2. Eq. (2) is integrated using the adaptive Euler method since the already limited number of tags which fell in the (Press et al., 1992) . The discretized equation is RV wall and were registered to the model were also limited to the image plane locations, the model was undercon-
i,t 11 i,t i strained. In Section 5.2.1 and similar to (Young, 1998), we describe how we provide more constraints by registering where h is the step size and the subscript t denotes the the entire tag surface, which we call a material surface, to iteration step. Note that the step size is multiplied by the model. the sum of the forces, and can be seen as the effective Another limitation in our previous work was that once stiffness constant. the points were registered in the image planes, the movement of these registered points out of the image plane due to through-plane motion meant that subsequent motion information was calculated in a plane where the initially registered tagged material no longer resided (Haber et al., 1998; Park et al., 1996) . Since the RV can move through more than two short-axis image planes (about 15 mm near the base of the ventricle), the accuracy of the results was affected. We overcame this limitation by noting that the tag lines seen in the MRI images are the intersections of the Fig. 9 . Schematic LV with 1D coordinate system for defining a set of tag surfaces with the image planes (Fig. 3) . If the image material planes.
plane separation is small enough (about 8 mm in our case), there will be only a small variation in the shape of the tag surface between each image plane. Therefore, the position of the entire tag surface can be reconstructed from the tag stripe positions at each image time phase (see Section 5.2.2). The reconstruction results in the availability of tag data irrespective of the image plane locations. Then, the SPAMM forces are calculated between the material surfaces of the model and the reconstructed tag surfaces so that the former are attracted to the latter. By simultaneously fitting the deformable model to tag surfaces which provided motion data in three mutually perpendicular directions, the 3D motion can be reconstructed. The SPAMM force calculation requires registration of the material surfaces to the model prior to fitting, tag surface reconstruction for each time phase, and the force calculation between model material points and the appropriate tag surfaces. These techniques are described in the following material points drawn black. Spacing between points shown here is 0.9 mm in the direction along the stripes and 4.2 mm in the direction between stripes. Each of these points is registered to the element in which it lies.
Material surface registration
Prior to fitting, material surfaces are registered to the model at the same locations as the initial tag plane positions. The process involves the localization of the original tags, generation of material surfaces which are registered to the model by finding its coordinates in a initially planar, and registration of the material planes to non-deforming, stationary local coordinate system of the the model. First, the tag planes can be located by taking appropriate finite element ( Fig. 11(a) ). The transformation advantage of the fact that they are initially planar and from the local position, (e,n,s), to the global position, uniformly spaced. Therefore, given the location of one of (x,y,z), of a point ( Fig. 11(b) ) is expressed in terms of the the tag planes and the tag spacing, each set of material finite element shape functions: planes can be defined by a 1D coordinate system with the axis oriented in the direction of the tag plane normals, tn (Fig. 9) . The seed point, S, and tag plane spacing was written to a file during the tag-extraction phase. Since the tags to be tracked completely fall on the heart wall, the material planes are generated within the bounding box of the heart model ( Fig. 9) .
Next, since the force calculation is based on the distance between points on the model and the tag surfaces, material surfaces are defined as a collection of points, called material points. These points can be triangulated in order to get a representation of the material surface, shown in Fig. 10 . The material point spacing is chosen so that seen as weighting the global coordinate of a node accordThe SPAMM forces are designed to pull the model ing to where a point lies in the (e,n,s) system. The finite material surfaces towards the reconstructed tag surfaces. element mesh is composed of six-noded wedge and eightThus, a force is calculated between each material point, noded parallelepiped elements, whose linear shape funcmp, and the appropriate reconstructed tag surface. The tions are given in Appendix A. Given the positions of the force direction is determined by keeping in mind that, as nodes (x ,y ,z ) and the position of a tag point on the stripe the tagging planes deform into surfaces, they only provide j j j (x,y,z), the local coordinates (e,n,s) are the solution (using motion information normal to their original orientation. We Newton-Raphson) of a set of three equations (Eq. (4)).
describe an algorithm for calculating the force without The point falls within a particular element if its local doing many triangle intersections in what follows. The coordinates fall within the range of the local coordinates force is determined by finding the intersection between a for that element (e.g., 2 1 < e,n,s < 1 for an eight-noded material point and the tag surface in the direction of the tag element). This test is performed first for the element for plane normal, tn. This calculation first requires a prewhich the material point lies in its bounding box and is processing step for each image time phase where each nearest the material point. If the material point lies outside triangle (T ) from the reconstructed surface, S ( Fig. 13(a) The registered material surface is composed of material over. (It is convenient to project these triangles onto the points which are not likely to fall in the image planes same planes in which they were originally located.) where the tag data lies. In earlier work (Park et al., 1996;  The SPAMM force is calculated during each iteration as Haber et al., 1998), the material points were parallel projected onto an image plane. This approach did not account for the curvature of the tag surface as it deforms with the heart muscle. The new method involves the reconstruction of the tag surfaces from the tracked tag data. This procedure requires a correspondence between a stripe tag seen in an image and the tag surface to which it belongs. Fig. 3 shows a shaded tagging surface and the tag stripes produced from its intersection with a series of short-axis image planes. Since the tag tracking procedure is performed within each image plane, there is no information about how stripes in one image plane correspond to stripes in the adjacent image plane.
Rather than aligning stripes between image planes with one another, the tag stripes are aligned with initial material planes which were generated in the previous step at the exact locations of the initial tagging planes. Since the stripe data (a set of points defining the stripe) from the image planes at the initial times approximate straight lines, the average position of a stripe, a, is found by averaging the positions of its active points. A coordinate, c, is then found for the stripe in the material plane coordinate system, tn (Fig. 9) , by projection: c 5 tn ? (a 2 s), where s is the origin of the coordinate system. The stripe corresponds to the material plane with the coordinate closest to number of material points belonging to that element. Then, if a node belongs to several elements, the contribution to the total nodal SPAMM force is summed. 
External forces from contour data
Each triangle, T from S , will have a corresponding projected triangle, T .
p
Once the triangle T in which p lies is found, the force is calculated p between mp and T in the direction of tn.
If the current image resolution allows for a 6 mm minimum tag separation, few or no tags may fall on portions of the 3-5 mm thick RV free wall. This issue is follows ( Fig. 13(b) ):
less problematic in the long-axis views, since the 1D tags 1. Project material point, mp, along tn onto the original are parallel to the normals to the heart walls and can tag plane to get p.
therefore transverse the thickness of those walls (Fig.  2 . Determine which projected triangle, T , if any, contains 15(a)). In short-axis views, the curvature of the RV wall is p p. more variant and some regions may receive one or fewer 3. If the point does not fall in any T , extrapolate the force tags ( Fig. 15(b) ). In order to adequately constrain the p by using the triangle whose centroid is within a motion of the model, contour forces are calculated from prescribed minimum distance to p. (The total number of short-axis contour data. These forces are then combined extrapolated forces and points without any forces is with the components of the SPAMM forces which conmonitored.) strain motion within the short-axis image planes. 4. Now that the appropriate triangle is known, find the In previous work (Haber et al., 1998) , forces were intersection, r, of mp with T (the original triangle applied between a data point belonging to a contour and corresponding to T ) in the tn direction.
the closest model triangle. Thus, model constraints only p 5. The SPAMM force is: f 5 r 2 mp. occurred at locations where the image planes fell in S The SPAMM error,´, is the rms average of the relation to the model and where the data points fell along SPAMM distance equivalent forces, f , from all material points the contour as shown in Fig. 16(a) . In contrast, our current S defining sets of material surfaces in all three orientations. approach is to calculate forces from the model to the data The SPAMM force calculated on a material point must be distributed to the nodes of the element to which the material point belongs since the nodes are the model DOFs. The force on each node is weighted by the shape functions:
where the subscript j refers to the node number within an element. This is the manner in which concentrated loads are distributed to the nodes in finite element methodology, so that the collection of material points registered to the model effectively attracts the model material plane to the 1. Project node point x and its associated normal n onto the image plane to get x and n , respectively. If the node lies between two image planes, the forces from each plane are combined as described above. This force is then projected onto the original node normal, n, in order to calculate the contour force, f . The contour error, contouŕ , is the rms of the contour forces calculated on all contour boundary nodes.
Internal forces due to stiffness
The degrees of freedom of our model are the 3D displacements of the finite element nodes. Forces calculated from segmented contours and tags may have inaccuracies in the data due to human error during segmentation or image noise. In order to account for the discrete 
f
. In order to impose a continuity and smoothing
i,internal
Forces are calculated in both image planes and combined to calculate the constraint between image time phases, each element is final contour force.
considered to consist of an isotropic, linear, compressible material. The element force vector, f , contains the forces on the e by calculating a force at model nodes and using contours element nodes. It is calculated for each element as from the closest image planes.
f 5 Kd ,
e e
Since each portion of a contour provides motion information in the direction of the local normal, the contour where d contains the nodal displacements. The stiffness e forces are calculated in the direction normal to the model matrix, K, incorporates the geometry and material propboundary and within planes parallel to short-axis images.
erties of the element and is computed from The boundary normals are calculated from the triangulated T surfaces generated during the geometry generation phase.
Although the boundary normal may not initially be equal to the contour normal, the model normals are recalculated
The matrix D contains the material property information as the model is being pulled closer to the contours, causing and relates nodal stresses, s, to nodal strains,´, the two normals to gradually coincide. Since the normal s 5 D´.
(8) heart exhibits twisting, boundary forces are not activated until´, 1.0 mm in order to ensure that these SPAMM The matrix B relates nodal strains to displacements, normals will be more or less at the same orientation.´5
Bd .
(9) During the fitting process, the image planes nearest to a e node are found (Fig. 16(b) ). Except near the extremities of the heart, most nodes will have two nearby planes in which Once the element forces are calculated, each element to calculate a force. These two forces are the weighted contributes to the total internal force of its nodes, f .
average according to the distance between the node and the A detailed derivation of the finite element formulation for the image planes, or a linear interpolation of the constraint calculating the stiffness matrix, K, can be found in from the two images. During the mesh generation, in- (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1989) . A Poisson's ratio of 0.4 formation about which contour a node was sampled from and a Young's modulus of 0.02 are used for the material (e.g., LV-epi) is saved and the node is fit to this corremodel. Since heart muscle is nearly incompressible, a sponding extracted contour. The following steps describe Poisson's ratio of 0.4 provides a constraint on the maxithe force calculation at each iteration and in each image mum amount which each element in the model can plane (Fig. 16(b) ).
decrease its volume. The Young's modulus was chosen empirically for a value that provides computational stabiliat strain at a particular point in the material, the orientation ty and with the assumption that there were no significant of this line segment must be specified. Therefore, tensors human errors (such as misdirecting the snakes mesh) to define the strain magnitude, direction and orientation. introduced during the tag and contour extraction process.
Given the initial and final positions of a point in the The Young's modulus can be altered to increase the material, X and x, respectively, the deformation gradient smoothing needed to resolve the latter issue and / or an tensor, F, is first calculated, increase in noise due to poor image quality. In order to ≠x p prevent element distortions of the linear elements, the ] F 5 ,
pq ≠X q stiffness matrix is recalculated after fitting to each time phase, thereby making the smoothing piecewise linear.
where the subscripts p and q range from 1 to 3 and denote one of the 3D Cartesian coordinates. The tensor, F, includes both the rotation and deformation around a point 6. Motion and deformation analysis in the material. It can be shown that the Lagrangian strain tensor, E, only includes the deformation of the material The 3D motion reconstruction provides the estimated with respect to its initial configuration, and is related to F nodal displacements of the ventricular model. Using the as follows (Spencer, 1980) : finite element shape functions, an effective dense set of T 1 displacement data within the finite elements representing
2 the ventricles can be interpolated between the nodes. where I is the identity matrix. The Lagrangian strain However, since simply viewing the motion of a finite formulation is used to describe systolic deformation in a element mesh is of little use to researchers and clinicians, region surrounding a point in the heart relative to its initial an important area of research is to be able to quantify the position at end-diastole. motion and visualize the results in an efficient manner. The
Since the 3D motion reconstruction only provides motion quantities are then visualized with color plots of discrete motion information (i.e. there are no explicit the endocardial or epicardial wall surfaces.
functions relating X and x), finite elements are used to Previous studies of the LV (Park et al., 1996) described compute strains numerically. In order to do so, the the reconstructed motion in terms of variables that cliniderivatives in Eq. (10) are expanded by using the chain cians are already familiar with for that ventricle, for rule example twisting and radial contraction. In a preliminary work for the current motion fitting method, we attempted ≠x ≠x ≠j However, due to the complex shape of the RV, it was difficult to find a single axis about which to calculate where j is a component of the local finite element i twisting and radial contraction. Even when an axis was coordinate system (see Appendix B for details). specified, these circular measures were not satisfactory for Since the Lagrangian strain is a tensor, which includes the crescent-shaped RV. An attempt to calculate global orientation information, it is defined relative to a reference descriptors of RV motion is also hampered by the current coordinate frame. Since the issue of defining a coordinate lack of knowledge about RV motion. An area of future frame for the RV remains an open research question, we research will be to apply the 3D motion reconstruction report coordinate-system-independent principal strains and technique described in this paper to a significant number of directions. These quantities are derived by finding the normal RVs and work closely with clinicians to determine eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Lagrangian strain variables which succinctly describe RV motion in health.
tensor, respectively. The eigenvalues of E are the principal We will also try to determine which motion variable(s) are strains, where a positive value indicates extension while a most appropriate for indicating the presence of several negative value indicates compression (Spencer, 1980) . types of diseases.
Each principal strain is associated with principal direction. The current approach is similar to previous deformation The minimum principal strain, E , is the smallest eigen-3 studies of RV motion in which local wall motion variables value of E, and, along with the minimum principal strain are calculated. Both the 3D regional displacement and directions, supplies potentially useful information about deformation of the biventricular model during systole are the magnitude and direction of contraction in the heart. calculated. Displacement results are presented by showing
The parameter a is used to describe the orientation of a the paths of model points along with a color plot. A better principal strain with respect to short-axis image planes indicator of the degree of muscle contraction is a quantity (Fig. 17) . This parameter ranges from 0 to 908, with a which describes differential motion, such as strain (Appenvalue of zero indicating that the strain direction is comdix B) (Spencer, 1980) . The strain can be considered to be pletely circumferential (aligned with the short-axis imthe ratio of the change in length of an arbitrary line ages), and a value of 90 indicating that the strain direction segment in the material to its initial length. When looking is longitudinal. yet been optimized, we estimate that the fitting time can be reduced by a third. The time for the automatic mesh In order to compare our results to earlier work, minigeneration was relatively small, about 15 seconds. mum principal strains (which are all negative) are converted to percent shortening, %S, of a line segment aligned 7.1. Validation using synthetic data with the principal direction:
As part of the validation of the 3D motion reconstruc-]] %S 5 100% p (1 2 2E 1 1).
( 13) oe 3 tion method, we first generated synthetic data for a known deformation and geometry as was done by Young and Axel Furthermore, since the MRI studies find their measure-(1992) and Waldman et al. (1996) . The deformation modes ments in the short-axis image planes, the components of were not meant to replicate the ventricular wall motion the strain tensor, E, in our short-axis image planes are exactly, but to determine whether the fitting can reconcalculated, the two-dimensional principal strains are found, struct a complex motion pattern of a somewhat similar and Eq. (13) is used to derive percent shortening in the geometry. Furthermore, the semi-spherical phantom geomimage planes, %S . In summary, the results of the planar etry of the phantom was chosen to model the oblique motion reconstruction are reported in this paper using intersection of ventricular walls with image planes, and not global displacements and local strains and percent shortto replicate the ventricular geometry. The deformation of a ening.
4 mm thick hollow spherical model was prescribed with equations similar to those of (Waldman et al., 1996) . Using spherical coordinates, the equations relating the initial 7. Results position, (R,F,Q ), to the final position, (r,f,u ), are
The 3D motion reconstruction technique was applied to synthetic data and data from two normal volunteers and
min o i two patients with RVH. During the fitting, the rms errors between the material surfaces and reconstructed tag data, the adaptive step size as the model is fit to data from one longitudinal direction (controlled by V ), and twisting image time phase. As described in Section 5.3, the contour between the inner and outer walls (controlled by g ). We forces were only applied when´, 1.0, and the generated parallel tag planes with a 6 mm separation and SPAMM figure shows that they also converged once applied. In with tag points sampled every 2 mm along a stripe. Section 5.1, we pointed out that the goal of the adaptive Simulated short-axis image planes (eight total) were step sizing was to modulate the effective strength of the separated at 6 mm intervals, and simulated rotating longdistance-equivalent forces. The inverse relationship beaxis image planes (as in our actual imaging protocol) were tween the model errors and the step size demonstrates this separated at 208 intervals. Similar to (Young and Axel, behavior. Considering the convergence behavior of the 1992), we used the above equations to solve for the system, the fitting for data from a certain image time phase positions of tags and contours in the appropriate image was terminated when the changes in´and´planes. Geometric and deformation parameters are shown SPAMM contour were both less than 2%. The total fitting time for the in Table 1 . experiments was about 40 minutes (8 minutes for the The synthetic tag and contour data were generated for an synthetic data) on an SGI 02 RS10000 workstation (Mouninitial and final time phase. The initial deformable model was a finite element mesh with the geometric parameters shown in Table 1 . The rms tag and contour displacement errors were reduced from an initial 2.4 and 0.46 mm to 0.3 and 0.22 mm, respectively. The rms error between the calculated and fitted nodal displacements was reduced from 4.58 to 1.02 mm. We used the same smoothing parameters as in the in vivo cases, and simulated the piecewise smoothing described earlier by intermittently recalculating the element stiffness matrices four times during the fitting. The initial and deformed position of the phantom along with several model material planes having two different orientations are shown in Fig. 18 .
Reconstructed RV wall motion
The fitting method was applied to data from subjects having normal hearts and RVH. The stripe spacing ranged from 5.6 to 7 mm and the number of image time phases ranged from 5 to 7. Fig. 19 shows the fitting behavior for a representative data set. As a result of greater overall motion at the beginning of systole for both normals and RVH,´was greatest (about 3 mm rms) at the start of SPAMM the initial image time phase and decreased for subsequent image time phases (Fig. 19(a) ). We monitored the number of material points which received no SPAMM forces or extrapolated SPAMM and found that these were less than 18% at the start of the fitting, and were reduced to less than 9%. In this section, we report the results of the fitting in terms of distributions of displacements and strains. In addition, we have quantified the maximum displacements of model points with respect to their initial positions at end-diastole. Strains in the free wall and septum were calculated as the weighted average (according to element volume) of the strains in the elements belonging to those walls. We use these and other parameters to compare deformation in the free wall versus the septum, and in the normals versus the RVH hearts. 7.2.1. Normals Note that no temporal smoothing or interpolation was Table 2 used, so that each model location shown corresponds to a Maximum displacements between end-diastole and end-systole for norparticular image time phase. In these segments, it can be mals and RVH. Axial displacement was measured along a vector pointing observed that the ventricles contracted as a unit, with the towards the base and normal to the short-axis image planes. Both maxima right ventricle following the twisting motion of the LV at occurred at the basal portion of the RV the insertion points. When looking from the base, there was analysis on it. Fig. 20 and a segment in the video show the paths of the element centers in the RV free wall and septum. Also shown is a color plot of displacements on the endocardial wall which reveals a nonuniform distribution, reveals some of this septal bulging. Fig. 22 shows the path with the greatest amount occurring at the base of the RV.
of points in the RV free wall and septum along with a The magnitude and range of displacements were smaller in color plot of the displacement. the septum. The maximum axial displacement (along the Fig. 23 shows the minimum principal strains in the RV axis perpendicular to the short-axis image planes) and total free wall. Using the same scale for the color plot that was displacement are presented in Table 2. used for the normals, a smaller base-to-apex gradient in E 3 As was discussed in Section 6, we used strain to can be seen in the color plots on the endocardial walls. measure regional wall motion. A segment of the video and Table 3 shows the values of E , a , %S and %S for 3 E planar 3 Fig. 21 show a color plot on the endocardial surface of the the RVH free wall and septum. Compared to the normals, RV free wall of the minimum principal strains (E ). The the average E decreased in the free wall of both ventri- 3 3 associated principal directions were plotted at the midwall cles. In addition, the strain angle was noticeably reduced in with lengths normalized according to the maximum conthe patient with the severely dilated RV (RVH1). traction at those points. These strains were fairly uniform at end-systole, with an extremum of about 20.3 occurring towards the apex. Table 3 shows the average E and 3 8. Discussion corresponding angles of the principal strain directions with respect to the short-axis image planes, a , for the free E 3 In this paper, we described a 3D biventricular motion wall and septum. It can be seen that the RV exhibited about reconstruction method from MR images and demonstrate the same amount of contraction (more negative E ) in the 3 its ability to capture both normal and abnormal right free wall and the septum. However, the direction of the ventricular contraction. In the past, researchers have contraction was more oblique to the short-axis image observed statistically significant regional differences in the planes in the free wall than in the septum. This can be seen normal and hypertrophied RV free wall and septum by graphically by comparing the first and second columns of analyzing a relatively large number of cases. This methods Fig. 21 . The values of %S, which were derived from E , 3 paper is limited to demonstrating that we were able to and %S are shown in Table 3 . Assuming that the planar apply the method to capturing general trends in normal results of the fitting are accurate, the shortening that would RVs and to capturing differences between normals and be measured in 2D short-axis image planes (%S ) is an planar RVH patients which were similar to those found in the average of 15% less than that measured in 3D. literature.
Right ventricular hypertrophy
8.1. Normals We studied two patients who were diagnosed with right ventricular hypertrophy (RVH) by echocardiography: one When looking at global deformation of the normal RV, heart (RVH1) had a severely dilated RV, while the other we observed a large displacement of the base towards the (RVH2) mostly exhibited wall thickening. Both hearts apex in the free wall as noted by Young et al. (1996) . were dilated to the extent that the RV apex was closer to Similar to observations by Barnard and Alpert (1987) , we the diaphragm than the LV apex and, therefore, a portion of found notable displacement of the free wall towards the the RV apex was not defined by the finite element mesh.
septum which contributed to a smaller RV cavity. In The dilation of the first case (RVH1) and thickening of the previous work, a maximum displacement of approximately wall due to increased volume and pressure, respectively, 25 mm (compared to our 20.6 and 26.2 mm) was also can be seen in the video. The video segment of the found to be at the RV base (Stuber et al., 1995) . As was short-axis SPAMM cine-image depicts the septum bulging discussed in Section 6, the negative minimum principal into the LV cavity. Another video segment showing the strains and their corresponding minimum principal direcshaded endocardial walls of the RVH heart model also tions can be used as indicators of the degree and direction those of (Young et al., 1996) . Similar to the current study, an increasing gradient in the magnitude of E towards the 3 apex was observed by Waldman et al. (1996) , who implanted a matrix of beads onto the epicardial surface.
Since the region which they studied was limited to the midwall, a maximum value of 20.18 (as opposed to 20.3) was found (Waldman et al., 1996) . Other studies measuring uni-axial deformation also found a general baseto-apex increase in shortening (Klein et al., 1998 ; Fayad et mostly translation as it is pulled down by the middle and of maximum local contraction. Using these measures, we apical portion of the free wall. determined that although the RV followed along with the Furthermore, the RV free wall exhibited a similar LV through its insertion points at the septum, it exhibited contraction of its own. The minimum principal strain directions were oblique to both image planes and similar to Fig. 21 . Normal heart deformation: color plot of minimum principal strain (E ) on the RV endocardium at end-systole. The LV is drawn magnitude of E , but in a more oblique direction when can progress to heart failure. Qualitatively, the video 3 segments show that the hypertrophied RVs exhibited less compared to the septum. One study using a 1D analysis rotation, as was observed by Young et al. (1996) . This can limited to MRI image planes found greater long-axis than also be seen when comparing the path of model points in short-axis contraction in all but the apical regions of the the normal and RVH hearts: in the normal RV, the path of RV free wall and greater short-axis than long-axis shortthe points is mostly anterior and within the plane of the ening in the base and middle of the septal wall (Fayad et wall, whereas in the RVH heart, the points moved towards al., 1998). The researchers explained that this observation the center of the RV cavity. Also, the decreased axial may have been due to the fiber orientation being more displacement that we calculated is evident in the video aligned with the short-axis image plane in the septal wall segment showing an MRI cine-loop of short-axis motion than in the free wall (Fayad et al., 1998 when comparing normal hearts to those exhibiting hy- (Nagel et al., 1995), 19% (averaged over four regions) pertrophy. Similar to earlier findings, where both short- (Fayad et al., 1998) and 14% (averaged over nine regions) and long-axis contraction was decreased in all portions of (Klein et al., 1998) . It should be noted that those studies the RV free wall (Fayad et al., 1998) , we found an average did not account for through plane motion and calculated decreased contraction in the RVH hearts. The minimum 1D circumferential shortening, rather than principal strains principal strain directions were circumferential in both the (or shortening). normals and one RVH heart, but were noticeably more Right ventricular (RV) dysfunction can serve as an aligned with the short-axis image planes (smaller a ) in indicator of heart and lung disease and can adversely affect E 3 the left ventricle. However, normal RV function must be the dilated RV patient (RVH1). Young et al. (1996) characterized before abnormal states can be detected. We observed similar changes in principal strain magnitudes describe a method for reconstructing the 3D motion of the and directions. RV by fitting a deformable model to tag and contour data extracted from multiview tagged magnetic resonance im-8.3. Methodology ages. The deformable model is a biventricular finite element mesh built directly from segmented contours. Our Some of the concepts in this paper were used in approach accommodates the geometrically complex RV by previous 3D motion reconstruction techniques. As we using the entire lengths of the tags, localized degrees of mentioned earlier, we use the deformable model fitting freedom, and finite elements for geometric modeling. Also, framework of (Park et al., 1996) for the fitting process. In we outline methods for converting the 3D motion recona recent paper dealing with LV 3D motion reconstruction struction results into potentially useful motion variables, using least squares, Young (1998) used the idea of such as strains and displacements. The technique was registering the entire surface of the tags to the model applied to synthetic data, two normal hearts, and two (Young and Axel, 1992) (as opposed to the tag stripes hearts with right ventricular hypertrophy (RVH). Notice-(Haber et al., 1998) or tag intersections (Park et al., 1996 ; able differences were found between the motion variables Young and Axel, 1992) . In that paper, the constraints were calculated for normal volunteers and RVH patients.
limited to image plane locations: material surfaces were intersected with image planes and the distance to the tags 8.2. RVH in that image plane was calculated. Our experience during preliminary work (Haber et al., 1998) was that limiting the Both right ventricular volume and pressure overload degrees of freedom to the image planes resulted in too few may result in right ventricular hypertrophy (RVH), which constraints being applied to the model.
In order to constrain the entirety of material planes, we the finite element nodes, with localized smoothing between had to interpolate the tag data between image planes by the nodes. The reconstruction technique provides both reconstructing the tag surfaces. In the 3D reconstruction regional and distributed global information about RV strain technique of Moulton et al. (1996) , the tag data was and displacement. An example of the usefulness of this reconstructed using B-spline surfaces and material points method is the observation that although the maximum were limited to the intersections of the B-spline surfaces. displacement occurs at the RV base, the maximum contracThe topology of the LV sections in short-and long-axis tion is in the mid-region and apex, which could not have views allowed for parameterization of the B-spline such been observed without a quantitative analysis of tagged that no portion of the spline had to pass through the cavity tissue. Our results are consistent with earlier studies of (where there is no data). Since the biventricular topology is normal RV motion and its alteration due to hypertrophy. more complex, rather than dealing with possible numerical This method opens the way for characterizing normal RV instabilities of fitting higher-order surface through the wall motion, as well as for deriving global motion paramecavities (large regions with no data) with B-splines or with ters which are more intuitive to physicians, akin to those thin-plate splines (Kerwin and Prince, 1998), we triangufound for the LV. Once the normal RV motion is characterlate the surfaces between the tags. Although this does not ized on a global and regional scale, the fitting method can allow for smoothing of the tag data, a smoothing constraint also be applied to abnormal cases in order to determine is already incorporated in the form of stiffness forces which motion variables are the best indicators of various through the finite elements. In the new methodology, diseases. material surface registration and tag surface reconstruction are incorporated into the deformable modeling framework. In addition, the current technique allows for (1) the use ofDoug Decarlo, Alistair Young and Jonathan Kaye for their ration of a detailed geometric model. help in various aspects of this work. This research has been The accuracy of the technique described in this paper funded by grants from the NSF (Career Award 96-24604), was limited by the image quality and tag spacing. Better the Whitaker Foundation, the NIH (HL 43014) and the image quality would have decreased the noise of the input NIH / NLM (LM06638-01). data and more closely spaced tag data would have provided more constraints for the model. Our method included local smoothing to account for image noise and discrete sampling of motion. With probable future improvements in Appendix A. Finite element shape functions image resolution, more closely spaced tags will provide a greater number of constraints. The finite element mesh
The shape functions are used to interpolate a motion generation procedure described in this paper can be variable (displacement, position) from the nodes to a point extended to increase the DOFs of the deformable model by within the element. Fig. 24 shows the eight-noded and generating a larger number of elements or using highersix-noded elements used in the finite element mesh order element shape functions. In addition, we did not (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1989) . The shape functions for model a portion of the RV outflow tract, which is oriented an eight-noded parallelepiped are obliquely in both short-and long-axis data, due to the limitation of building the geometric mesh from short-axis N 5 (1 1 j )(1 1h)(1 1 z ), (A.1) 1 contours only. However, once the RV outflow tract is accurately modeled, the reconstruction method described in this paper can be directly applied to a model which encompasses the outflow tract.
Conclusion
We have developed a deformable modeling technique for reconstructing the 3D motion of the ventricles from multiview tagged MR images. The technique was designed to accommodate for the thinness and complex geometry of the right ventricle by using 1D tags and a detailed N 5 (1 1 j )(1 1h)(1 2 z ) where x is one of the three components of x. In our where I is the identity matrix. N 5 (1 2 j )(1 2h)(1 2 z ) This equation is written in matrix form as the product of N 5 0.5L (1 2h), (A.11) 3 3 two matrices, S and T, N 5 0.5L (1 1h ≠z ≠z ≠z ≠z ≠z ≠z ≠z ≠z ≠z 1-2-3 and 4-5-6 in Fig. 24(b This matrix is the derivative of the position of a point in systole, we must use finite deformation theory for our the element with respect to the local coordinates of that strain calculations as is described in the next section. element. We recall that positions can be expressed functions of the local coordinates through the shape function B.1. Continuum mechanics: finite deformation theory equations. These equations are used to interpolate the position of a point in the element from the positions of the In this section, we define concepts in continuum mechnodes. For example, the x-coordinate of a position within anics that we will use in the strain formulation. A more the element is detailed description can be found in (Spencer, 1980) . The derivative with respect to a local coordinate, j for where X and x are the initial and final positions, respecexample, is tively, of a point in the continuum. This vector equation In matrix form, the relations for all three displacement Since we are concerned with relative deformation, we derivatives taken with respect to the three local coordinates calculate the 3 3 3 deformation gradient tensor, F. The is components of F are 
